FOCUS STACKING: EXTENDING DEPTH OF FIELD IN CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY

by David Bryson

When taking close-up photographs, or indeed any photographs, there is a delicate balance of factors that allow us to limit or to maximise the parts of an image that are in focus. The three factors are lens, aperture, focal length and subject distance. Thus, widening the aperture (i.e. decreasing the f-number) results in a shallower depth of field and vice-versa; a wider-angle lens gives an apparent greater depth of field, as does a longer lens-to-subject distance.

The choice then depends on what you are trying to show. Do you go for a larger working distance with a telephoto lens versus smaller working distance with a wide angle lens to gain the detail and depth of field you need? Then how far do you stop down your aperture? If you use smaller apertures that may not be getting the best out of your lens.

This is where digital techniques to extend depth of field come into use with focus stacking. Using a wide aperture and taking a series of photographs through the subject it is possible to obtain a sequence where each image has part of your subject in focus. This used to be possible with film but was very complicated, termed light scanning photomicrography. Now with a tripod or stand, autofocus lens or a fixed lens and a focusing rail (https://www.cognisys.com/products/stackshot/stackshot.php), see Figure 1, a USB cable and a computer or tablet it is possible to take accurate series that can then be stacked using computer programs, for example HeliconFocus and ZereneStacker.

The effect can be seen looking at the sequence of photographs of a Ten Pence coin set at an angle to the camera controlled by HeliconRemote or other tethering programs like CamRanger, Figure 2 which go to make the stacked photograph in Figure 3a. The computer program, in this instance HeliconFocus, aligns the in focus parts of the image using a depth map, see Figure 3b.

Figure 3 a) Left focus stacked photograph of coin b) Right: depth map developed as part of processing in HeliconFocus

Using lens focusing, photographs can be stacked for landscapes e.g. a wide angle lens very close to a fence can focus through to a far hillside and get all in focus. The limitation is anything that moves. At the close-up end the limit of your lens’ close-up facility can be extend with auto bellows or extension tubes but for
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http://extreme-macro.co.uk/focus-stacking/
http://www.dpreview.com/articles/5717972844/focus-stacking-in-macro-photography
Zerene Systems http://zerenesystems.com/
Heliconsoft http://www.heliconsoft.com
CamRanger http://camranger.com
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